1. Preliminaries. Let X be the class of compact 1 connected semisimple Lie groups; 3C'C3C is the following set of groups, Sp(w), SU(w), Spin(w), G 2 , F*, EQ, E 7 , E s , U*(X) the weakly complex bordism of X [l] 
To KC.& there is associated a "generating variety" K 8 introduced by Bott [4] THEOREM 5. For n^7 £7* (Spin (n)) has 2 torsion and Yi torsion THEOREM 
For any i, the Yi torsion subgroup of Z7*(Spin (n)) is contained in the Yi torsion subgroup of Z7#(Spin (n)).

Outline of techniques.
The most significant fact about the KQX is that the homology of G -QK is all even dimensional and generated by weakly complex manifolds [4] , [5] . The method we have chosen to exploit this fact is the following: The Milnor construction of the classifying space K of UK leads to a spectral sequence converging to U*(K) [ó] . The The data necessary to solve the equation (**) is: (1) A choice of weakly complex manifolds Mi and maps ƒ»•: Mi->G such that {fi*(<TM t ) } generate the ring 23*(G), (2) , the ring H*(Mi), (3), the Milnor characteristic classes of Mi and the ring homomorphisms ƒ*. Part of this is supplied in [4] and [5j; the remainder by the author.
Having obtained the ring U*(G, T) one uses homological algebra and determines the algebra Tor u * (G ' T) (T t T) from which the theorems follow.
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